
DONATELLO   DONATELLO  (SECRET)

A PLACE IN APRIL’S HEART
1 XP when you try to impress April O’Neil with your technical acumen.
3 XP when you compete with Casey Jones or another character for April’s heart during a fight.
10 XP when you either win a minor show of purely plutonic affection from April and take it as a sign of her deep love for you 

as a result of your ongoing efforts to win her heart or you retreat heartbroken into your lab for a Scene because she 
gave some plutonic affection to your rival.

NEVER-ENDING AWE
1 XP when you uncover a new scientific or technical phenomenon and marvel at it in amazement.
3 XP when you examine the discovery in your lab and uncover a useful Resource from your analysis.
10 XP when you either stop a major disaster based on the phenomenon you discovered and succeed before anyone 

suffers Trauma or you undue or repent for the damage you failed to stop.  

PP
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NINJA TURTLE ENGINEER
Enhanced Durability  Enhanced Reflexes Enhanced Stamina       

SFX: Constructs. Add a D6 and step up the Effect Die by +1 when using Science Expert or Tech Master to 
create Assets.

SFX: Inspired. Step up or double Tech Master for one action.  Remove the highest-rolling die and add three 
dice for your total.  You may still split the Tech Master die during this action.

SFX: System Shutdown. Add a D6 and step up the Effect Die by +1 when using Tech Master to create a 
Malfunction Complication on a target.

Limit: Exhausted.  Shutdown any Ninja Turtle Engineer power to gain 1 PP.  Recover power by activating 
an Opportunity or during a Transition Scene.
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BŌJUTSU
Enhanced Durability  Weapons         

SFX: Area Attack. Add a D6 and keep an additional Effect Die for each additional target. 
SFX: Hidden Blade. Add a D6 to your dice pool for an attack action.  Step back the highest die in the pool by -1, 

and step up the Physical Stress done by +1.

Limit: Gear.  Shutdown Bōjutsu and gain 1 PP.  Take an action versus the Doom Pool to recover.
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HISTORY
Donatello and his brothers were once ordinary turtles; when 
they were infants, they were adopted from a pet store by 
Hamato Yoshi. When their soon to be father walked passed a 
strange man, a Kraangdroid, he felt something odd about him 
and followed. Unfortunately, Yoshi gave away his position 
when he accidentally stepped on a brown rat's tail. The 
Kraang found him and attempted to kill him, but Yoshi fought 
back hard. In the end, the Kraang dropped the canister of 
Mutagen they were holding causing the turtles and Yoshi to 
mutate. Yoshi, having to have stepped on that rat last, thus 
mutated into a humanoid brown rat by the name of "Splinter", 
while Donnie and his brothers, after coming in contact with 
Splinter when he was human, mutated into humanoid turtles. 
Splinter knew they would never be accepted in society, so he 
took them to the sewers, made a home down there, and 
made the four turtles his children. Knowing the world would 
be dangerous and there would be a time where they want to 
explore the outside world, Splinter trained the boys in the art 
of Ninjitsu. Donnie and his brothers were named after great 
Renaissance artists from a book Splinter fished out of the 
storm drain.

PERSONALITY
Donatello is quiet and more reserved than his brothers. He 
does not have Mikey's outgoing nature or ability to make 
friends quickly, but his loyalty to the friends he does make is 
considerable. He also has a tendency to take things 
personally and deeply to heart, such as the care and 
protection for The Pulverizer and being the most upset by 
April's departure after the mutation of her father. Donatello is 
a bit awkward in social situations; having neither Leo's 
charisma or Raph's indifference to what people think.

Donnie is not without faults. He is nervous, tense under 
pressure, easily annoyed and, while not prone to regular 
bursts of anger like Raph, he can lose his temper, especially 
when technology fails or performs ineffectively. He is also 
rather romantic and very loving. He is able to appreciate the 
love between his father Splinter and his late wife, Tang Shen.

Donnie is particularly skilled, having "a way with machines" 
and is the most intellectually inclined of the siblings. Of all of 
the turtles, he has devoted more of his time to non-combat 
oriented pursuits, such as the study of technology, biology, 
chemistry, mathematics, and metallurgy. This makes him very 
nerdy, especially in the eyes of Raph. Donnie is the 2nd most 
mature out of all his brothers, aside from Leo, and often is the 
voice of reason and logic. In previous incarnations, Donnie is 
seen as second-in-command, but no such title has been 
established in this series, thus far.

Donnie is a skilled martial artist but often puts more faith in 
his gadgets and machinery than the more traditional methods 
taught to him by Master Splinter. Donnie tends to clash with 

Leo over these "traditional methods", as seen with Metalhead 
and later, the Turtle Mech.

ABILITIES AND RESOURCES
Donatello has the same physical enhancements that come 
‘natural’ to his turtle brethren; his half-shell makes him 
durable, and his mutated musculature makes him fast, strong, 
and able to go the distance. 

Donnie is a genius-level inventor and weapons designer, with 
tremendous scientific understanding across multiple 
disciplines, although he lacks any formal degree.  He is the 
least impulsive and most analytical member of the group, 
which is a boon during research but can get in his way in 
combat.  He is trained in the martial style of bōjutsu.  

Apart from his sensei, Master Splinter, and his brothers Raph, 
Leo, and Mikey, Donnie has developed a number of staunch 
allies.  April O’Neil is his friend and love interest, though she 
is also pursued by Casey Jones, with whom Donnie has 
developed a heated rivalry.  
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